Immigration Legal Services

UC Santa Cruz and UC Merced

Fee Schedule in Effect 04/09/2014

• Initial Consultation Meeting: $260 - $472
  (depending on length of meeting)

• Outstanding Professor or Researcher (Form I-140): $3175 - $3755
  (depending on difficulty of case)

• Outstanding Professor or Researcher (Form I-140) PLUS Adjustment of Status (Form I-485): $4040 - $4795
  (depending on difficulty of case)

• Labor Certification (PERM) PLUS Form I-140 PLUS Adjustment of Status (Form I-485): $4410 - $4850
  (depending on difficulty of case)

• National Interest Waiver (NIW) Petition Only: $4620 - $5040
  (depending on difficulty of case)

• National Interest Waiver (NIW) Petition PLUS ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS (Form I-485) $5565 - $5985

• Adjustment of Status only (Form I-485): $1155

Ann Lipson: ann@lipsonpretorius.com; Hendrik Pretorius: hendrik@lipsonpretorius.com - San Francisco, San Jose, Monterey Bay - 415/738-2409; 408/905-8472
• **O-1**
  
  ○ **Initial application** $4045
  ○ **Extensions** $1730

• **H-1B**
  
  ○ **Initial application** $2100
  ○ **Extensions** $1105

• **E-3**
  
  ○ **Initial application** $1835

• **TN**
  
  ○ **Initial application** $1575

• **Hourly rate** for representation at interviews, Requests for Evidence, Appeals, responding to ISSO questions or requests for special projects, etc. $262.50

• **Admin Fixed Fee** (charged to each matter) $230 (This fee covers charges such as courier/FedEx charges and high volume photocopying and avoids the need to invoice separately for multiple small overhead charges)